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PREFACE
Hebrews is a challenging book. In part its challenge is a result of uncertainty.
Who was the book originally written too? Where did they live? What were
their concerns and pressure points? Careful mirror reading might help to
alleviate some of this uncertainty, but Hebrews will always have an
enigmatic aspect due to this uncertainty.
It is also challenging because it is full of Old Testament ideas and allusions.
For modern day Australians, this makes it tricky to understand and at times
it might be necessary to delve back into the Old Testament in order to makes
sense of this book.
Given its challenges, why should we bother studying this book? Here is the
clincher. Hebrews more than any other book, helps us answer clearly that
most important of questions, ‘how can we approach God?’ It points us back
time and time again to Jesus, the one who has made it possible for us to
approach God with great and sure confidence.
As a text it is carefully written, poetical and memorable. It points us to the
reality of what it means to live with Jesus as our Lord, King, High Priest and
Saviour. It helps us to realise that the unseen is more real, more powerful
and more attractive. Finally, it holds up Jesus as the definitive and final word
of God. It presents him as he really is, incomparable. Greater than all who
have gone before him. The Son of God, the radiance of God’s glory and the
exact representation of his being.
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Can I encourage you to read this letter of exhortation, continually asking
yourself, how does this book encourage me to listen to Jesus, to look to
Jesus and to live for Jesus?
I hope that you benefit from our time looking at Hebrews.

Your brother in Christ,

M

Karl Forsyth
Associate Pastor
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COMMUNITY GROUPS
COMMUNITY GROUPS AT TRINITY INNER SOUTH
Regular Bible study in small groups is a great way to grow as a Christian. At
Trinity Inner South (TIS) we call our groups Community Groups as we see
them as more than a Bible study. We see three things as being really
important in all of our Community Groups:
1. GROWING AS DISCIPLES OF JESUS
This is a central goal of all we do at TIS and God’s appointed way of doing
so is through ministry of the word and through prayer.
2. GROWING IN LOVE FOR ONE ANOTHER
God has called us to be in community with one another and there are many
“one another” tasks in the Bible, which simply can’t be achieved at a big
Sunday gathering and are better done in smaller groups.
3. SERVING THE GOSPEL TOGETHER
We’d love all our groups to be growing in their commitment to the gospel
and how that works out practically at a local church level.
JOINING A COMMUNITY GROUP
If you are able to join one of our community groups and haven’t done so yet,
please consider it in the next few weeks. The easiest way to get into a group
is to go to our website at www.trinityinnersouth.org.au/#/connect and
launch the form at the bottom of the “Community Groups” page. Karl
Forsyth our Community Group co-ordinator will get in touch with you.
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OUR KIDS PROGRAM FOR THIS SERIES
As a church this is a fully integrated series which means the sermons, bible
studies, kids talks and kids programs all work together to teach us as a
church family.
OUR KIDS ARE IMPORTANT MEMBERS OF OUR CHURCH
Our children’s programs at Trinity Inner South (TIS) are for children between
the age of three up to year six at school. The primary school aged kids
programs throughout the series will cover the same key points as the adults
in the sermons. As such the kids talk, sermon and kids programs will all be
on the same topic.
SUPPORTING THE KIDS IN THEIR SPIRITUAL GROWTH
If you know children at TIS (parents, grandparents, God parents, everyone)
please talk to them about what they are learning at church. To help with
this, grab a take-home card each week and use it as conversation starter.
Why not collect the seven cards over the series and review the key ideas.
MEMORY VERSES FOR THE SERIES – HEBREWS 4:14-16 (NIV)
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Therefore, since we have a great high priest who has ascended into

heaven, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold firmly to the faith we profess. 15 For
we do not have a high priest who is unable to empathize with our
weaknesses, but we have one who has been tempted in every way, just as
we are—yet he did not sin. 16 Let us then approach God’s throne of grace
with confidence, so that we may receive mercy and find grace to help us in
our time of need.
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OUR KIDS PROGRAM FOR THIS SERIES
TEACHING THE KIDS THE MAIN POINTS EACH WEEK
We put a lot of thought into how to teach the kids in age appropriate ways.
Here’s an outline of the series:
SUNDAY

TITLE

READING

Listen to Jesus

Hebrews 1:1-2:4

2 October

Look to Jesus

Hebrews 2:4-18

9 October

Live for Jesus

Hebrews 3:1-19

16 October

Rest in Jesus

Hebrews 4:1-11

23 October

Trust in Jesus

Hebrews 4:12-5:10

30 October

Anchor in Jesus

Hebrew 5:11-6:20

6 November

Saved by Jesus

Hebrews 7:1-28

25 September
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BACKGROUND STUDY
The book of Hebrews is often considered to be intimidating. It’s full of Old
Testament quotations, illusions and ideas. The following chapter is
designed to help provide background information to the book as a whole.
AUTHOR
Unlike many of the New Testament letters, the letter to the Hebrews does
not tell us who author it.
1.

Discuss in your groups who you think wrote Hebrews.

With respect to authorship, what can we glean from the text?
READ HEBREWS 13:19-23
2.

What does this passage tell us about the author of the letter?

In antiquity it was thought that possible authors might have been Paul,
Barnabas, Luke and Clement of Rome. Today Apollos, the deacon Philip,
Priscilla and Aquila and Jude are names that could be added to that list. ‘All
that can be said with certainty is that Hebrews was composed by a creative
theologian who was well trained in the exposition of the Greek Scriptures.’1

THE ORIGINAL AUDIENCE
1

Lane, Hebrews 1-8, xlviii.
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Who were the original recipients of this letter? The letter does not tell us.
But the writer knows that the recipients have been abused for their faith and
have reacted well to the plundering of their property, see 10:33, 34. In
addition the writer:
§ Knows of their generosity, 6:10;
§ Knows their present state of mind 5:11ff; 6:9ff;
§ Knows their attitude towards their leaders 13:17; and
§ Wrote the letter with what seems to be specific people in mind. 13:18,
19, 23.
3.

Where did the original recipients live and where did they worship?

READ HEBREWS
§ 13:17 and 13:2;
§ 13:14; and
§ 10:25
What dangers were the recipients of the letter facing? Try and summarize
the ideas associated with the blocks of verses below.
READ HEBREWS
§ 2:1
§ 4:1
§ 4:14
§ 5:11
§ 6:12
§ 10:19, 23
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§ 12:1
§ 3:12
§ 3:7-4:11
§ 6:6
§ 10:25-29
§ 12:25
And
§ 2:18
§ 4:16
§ 10:32-34
§ 12:4
§ 13:13
4.

Which of these dangers do you relate too?

STRUCTURE OF HEBREWS
Peter Adam identifies three sections in the book of Hebrews.2 They are:
Section 1: Jesus, God’s Son (1:1-4:13)
Section 2: Jesus, our Priest (4:14-10:18)
Section 3: Warnings and encouragements (10:19-13:17)
We are only going to be looking at chapters 1:1- 7:28 in this first block of
teaching and will pick up the remainder of the book early in the new year in
2017.
THEMES IN HEBREWS

2

Adam, The Majestic Son, 9.
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The letter to the Hebrews is a word of exhortation. It’s closest modern day
equivalent is that of a sermon. It is a letter the combines both doctrine,
exegesis and encouragement in the form of an exhortation.
The following quotations present three different perspectives on the what
the purpose or theme of Hebrews.
‘It deals with what must be regarded as the most important question which
constantly faces man, that is, how can we approach God?’3
‘Hebrews is a magnificent New Testament document. It is carefully
constructed and beautifully written, theologically profound and powerfully
argued. It challenges our understanding of reality and makes us ‘ponder a
world in which the unseen is more real, more powerful, and more attractive
than that which can be seen and touched and counted’. The letter that
wonderfully portrays Jesus as Son of God and great high priest, who is both
human and divine, the crucified and exalted one, also makes stringent
demands on its readers in relation to Christian discipleship. It summons
believers, just as it did the first listeners, to ‘unqualified commitment,
unflagging perseverance and a willingness to suffer’ for one’s faith.’4
‘Hebrews is a great book to read, because it tackles an issue which is
important for all Christians. It was written to those who had been active as
Christians for a while, but who had begun to slip away from their original
commitment and practice. They were beginning to drift away, perhaps

3
4

Guthrie, The Letter to the Hebrews, 15–16.
O’Brien, The Letter to the Hebrews.
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unaware of what was really happening…The letter to the Hebrews was
written to stop that drift.’5
GUIDING QUESTIONS
As you work your way through the book of Hebrews, I think it is worth
pausing at regular intervals to ask the following three guiding questions.
How does this passage urge or encourage me to:
§ Listen to Jesus?
§ Look to Jesus?
§ Live for Jesus?
MIRROR READING – USE CAUTION
Hebrews is a great book for those who like puzzles. That’s because unlike
many of the other letters in the New Testament, it does not tell us who
wrote it or who it was written too. That doesn’t mean that we’re completely
in the dark about audience, author and intentions; but our understanding of
these things is at best incomplete. It’s a bit like listening to one person
having a phone conversation; you get the gist of the conversation, but need
to be careful with your assumptions. We call this mirror reading. If our mirror
reading causes us to make assumptions that are too strong and that in turn
prevents legitimate inferences being drawn from the text, then it is doing
more damage than good. That said, mirror reading can be very useful, it just
needs to be used with caution.

5

Adam, The Majestic Son, 3.
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STUDY 1 – GOD’S FINAL WORD
PASSAGE: HEBREWS 1:1-2:4
BIG IDEA: IN THESE LAST DAYS GOD HAS SPOKEN FINALLY AND DIFINITVELY
THROUGH HIS SON – ARE YOU LISTENING?
1. The world in which we live is often a tough place. In your experience
where do people turn when they need security, support or assistance?

2. Much or our world is involved in a search for meaning, purpose and
identity. People are trying to make sense of who they are and what their
purpose is. How do you think Christians should contribute to this
towards providing answers and meaning?

READ HEBREWS 1:1-4
3. People say they encounter God in all sorts of different ways. What does
our passage say about how God is revealed, both today and in the past?

Look up the following passages:
§ 1 Sam 3:1-15
§ 1 Sam 14:41
§ Deut 4: 10-13
§ Num 22:26-31
§ Dan 5:4-6
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4. Compare and contrast the ways in which He has been revealed with how
He is now revealed.

5. In verse 2 the text says, ‘In these last days he has spoken to us by his
Son…’ What is it about this phrase and its context that leads you to think
that these new words spoken by the Son are both final and definitive?

Verses 2-4 of the first chapter of Hebrews are packed with theological
information about Jesus.
6. What do these verses tell us about who Jesus is?

7. What do these verses say that Jesus has done in the past? What is he
continuing to do?

READ COLOSSIANS 1:15-20.
8. What is the relationship between inheritance and creation? What does
this tell us about the purpose of the world in which we live?
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9. What do you think it means that the Son is the radiance of God’s glory?

READ EXODUS 40:34-35
10. In light of what we read in Exodus, and given the context into which the
letter was first written, why might our writer include this little phrase
about God’s glory?

It is perhaps probable that this idea here is to show that the new covenant
is not lacking in glory.
READ THE FOLLOWING PASSAGES
§ 2 Corinthians 4:6
§ John 1:14-18
11. What do these passages say about how we experience or seek the glory
of God today?

WRITE DOWN one thing that you have learnt from this passage about Jesus’
status, role or work?
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READ HEBREWS 1:5-14
This section of the chapter expands upon verse 4 where the writer has
declared that Jesus is superior to the angels. The writer uses a number of
old testament quotations throughout to this section.
12. Why might the writer have drawn upon old testament quotations at this
point in his argument?

13. How does the writer show the Son to be superior to the angles in the
following sections:

a. Verses 5-6? (note the allusions to Psalm 2:7, 2 Sam 7:14,
Deuteronomy 32:43)

b. Verses 7-12 (note the allusions to Psalm 104:4, 45:6-7 and 102:2527)

c. Verses 13-14 (note the allusions to Psalm 110:1)
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14. Why do you think the writer goes to such lengths to compare Jesus to
angles?

STRANGE QUOTES: If you’ve looked up the Old Testament quotations you
might have thought that the writer did a poor job in copying them down. In
reality, it’s not that the writer was a poor editor, but was using a Greek
translation of the Old Testament known as the Septuagint. Today, when we
read the OT in English, the translation is based on the original Hebrew text.
READ HEBREWS 2:1-4
15. What is the message that spoken by the angles, see verse 2? Refer to
Acts 7:53 and Gal 3:19.

16. What was the consequence for the those who disobeyed the message of
God spoken through angles?

17. What is the message that the Hebrew readers/listeners are hearing,
refer to verse 1 of chapter 2?

18. What is the warning that the writer issues in these passages?
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19. What do you think the writer means to communicate by using the word
‘drift?’ Have you any experience with someone ‘drifting away from
Jesus?’

IMPLICATIONS
1. Why might it have been tempting for the original readers to revert back
to Jewish practices?

2. What things did the Jewish practices hold out to the original readers?

3. Few of us are in danger of drifting away from Jesus and towards Jewish
practices. However, many of us will be in danger of drifting away from
Jesus and towards other things that offer security, identity, purpose and
safety.

4. What are those things for you today?

5. How does this passage speak to you with respect to those temptations?

6. What must we do having read this passage?
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STUDY 2 – LOOK TO JESUS
PASSAGE: HEBREWS 2:5-18
BIG IDEA: LOOK TO JESUS, THE PERFECT PERSON.
1. Who do you admire most in life?

2. Describe your idea of the perfect human?

3. What is the role that humans have been given in this world? What is our
ultimate purpose? Are we doing a good job at fulfilling this task?

READ GENESIS 1:26-28
4. This passage is often referred to as the creation mandate. What mandate
does this passage assign to humans?

5. What are some of the ways in which humanity has managed to
positively carry out the creation mandate?

6. In what ways has humanity failed in this mandate?
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This idea of filling the earth and subduing it, ruling over the created order is
a foundational aspect of what it means to be human.
READ PSALM 8
7. In what ways does Psalm 8 pick up on the idea of Genesis 1:26-28?

8. How does the Psalmist see people in comparison to God?

9. Despite this what has God given to people and how does this Psalm
point toward the inherent dignity of humanity?

READ HEBREWS 2:5-9
10. Can you see how the writer to Hebrews picks up on the creation
mandate, via pondering Psalm 8?

11. However, the writer to the Hebrews sees a problem with what is said in
Psalm 8. What is the problem? In what ways are you able to sympathise
with the writer at this point?

12. What has happened since Genesis 1:28 that means the creation mandate
has been frustrated?
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13. What were the consequences of the fall in Gen 3?

One of the key consequences of the fall was death
14. What is the solution that the writer puts forward in verse 9?

15. What does this passage say about who really rules the world? What
validates his position as ruler?

READ HEBREW 2:10-18
16. In verse 10 who are the Sons and daughters?

17. What does this passage suggest about who will rule the world to come?

18. For humans to be able to fulfil the creation mandate of ruling the world,
what does Jesus need to overcome? Refer to verse 14 and 15.

19. What does it mean for Jesus to be a pioneer?
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Refer to
§ Hebrews 12:2
§ Acts 5:31 (here the word is translated as Prince)
§ Acts 3:15 (here the word is translated as author)

20. In what ways might the title of pioneer be one of honour?

21. In chapter 1 verse 1-4 the writer provides a glowing description of who
Jesus is. It is difficult to think of ways in which Jesus could be any better.
What then does it mean that Jesus is made perfect through what he
suffered?

THINKING IT THROUGH
The idea of perfection comes up a number of times in the book of Hebrews
(see 2:10, 5:9, 7:19, 7:28, 9:11, 10:1, 10:14, 11:40, 12:23). Guthrie argues that
the meaning of this is different when applied to Jesus as to ourselves.6
Guthrie see the idea of perfection when applied to Jesus to mean
‘completion.’ In other words, His suffering was needed in order to complete
6

Guthrie, Hebrews, 89.
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the work of the pioneer. ‘He did not need suffering for his own salvation, but
it was indispensable if others were to be saved.’7 Another potential solution
to this idea of perfection is associated with having certain qualification. For
Jesus the qualification needed for his job in salvation history was taking on
flesh and blood.8
22. In verse 11 and 12 we are exposed to one of the great joys of the gospel,
being included as brothers and sisters with Jesus, our pioneer. How does
this phrase bring joy to you?

23. Why was it necessary for Jesus to take on flesh and blood in order help
the descendent of Abraham?

24. What do we learn about Jesus, humanity and hope from chapter 2 of
Hebrews?

7
8

Ibid.
Ng, From Shadow to Reality, 25.
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STUDY 3- LIVING FOR JESUS
PASSAGE: HEBREWS 3:1-19
BIG IDEA: LIVE FOR JESUS BY HAVING A SOFT AND OBEDIENT HEART
1. What are the things that get you out of bed in the morning?

2. What do your friends and colleges at work live for?

READ Hebrews 3:1-6
3. Having stated his case that Jesus is the perfect human what does the
writer urge us to do? Why is this the appropriate response to chapter 2?

4. The writer then moves to draw comparisons between Moses and Jesus.
Why might this comparison have a greater impact on the original
readers/hearers than on us today?

5. In what ways is Jesus similar to Moses? Read Exodus 3:1-10.
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6. Moses’ was tasked with the job of bringing the Israelites out of Egypt and
into the promised land. How does this compare with Jesus’ work as our
pioneer? In what ways does Moses fail in his task?

He is the Son who will lead many son and daughters into their future glory.
But the future glory is a better glory than the promised land.
7. Why does the writer make a comparison between a house and the
builder with respect to Jesus and Moses? It is God who is the innovator
of the legal system, it was His finger that inscribed the initial stone
tablets (Ex 31:18).

8. What is it that is being built in this passage? Who is the builder?

9. Verse 6 contains a conditional clause. What does the little ‘if’ do to the
meaning of this passage?
READ HEBREW 3:7-15
10. In verse 7 what does the writer imply with respect to the Holy Spirits
voice in the Old Testament?
11. The quotation comes from Psalm 95. What does the Psalm and the
Hebrews passage say is the cause of the people rebellion?
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12. What is different today about our hearts? Read Ezekiel 36:24-27 and
Jeremiah 31:33-34.

13. In verse 12 the writer, reminds his readers of their familial ties and then
urges them not to turn away from the living God. What might the
original readers be in danger of turning towards?

14. Why does the writer stress at this point that God is a living God?

15. Today we are unlikely to turn towards the same sort of idolatry as the
original readers.

16. What things are we tempted to turn towards?

17. What are the things that make a call upon our identity?

18. What is the rest that Christians are promised today? What do we need
to do today to enter that rest?
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STUDY 4 – REST IN JESUS
PASSAGE: HEBREWS 4:1-11
BIG IDEA: COMPLETION IS FOUND AND PROVIDED FOR BY JESUS. THAT
MEANS HE IS THE ONE WHO GIVES US REST NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
For Israel the promise of land and blessings seemed to revolve around
taking, entering and possessing a geographical location known then as
Canaan. Should Christians today still be trying to enter and live in this
geographical space? Should we still be trying to enter into God’s rest?
1. What does rest mean for you? What do you rest from? What does rest
consist of?

READ HEBREWS 4:1-11
2. What is the promise that the writer is talking about in 4:1? What do you
know about the promises of God? When the bible talks of promises,
what do you think of?

READ PSALM 95
This is a Psalm of David. It was written during the Israel’s golden years. The
people were living in the land flowing with milk and honey. And yet even as
they enjoyed this great land of rest, David cautions the people in his Psalm
not to harden their hearts less they rebel from God and in doing so fail to
enter further rest.
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3. Hebrews picks up on the ‘today’ in Psalm 95 mentioning it in verse 7.
What is the significance of this word?

4. What does this Psalm imply about entering God’s rest? It seems that for
David there was some further rest beyond Canaan.

5. What do you think of the future rest that the writer is alluding to here?
See also Hebrews 3:1, 11:13-16, 11:39-40.

READ GENESIS 2:1-3
6. What did God rest from in Genesis? In the garden did Adam and Eve rest
in the same way?

READ MATTHEW 11:28-30
7. What does Jesus promise here with respect to rest? Does this passage
imply that life with Jesus will be one of inactivity?

8. If God rested after creation and the Israelites were to rest after taking the
promised Land what does this, then imply about the nature of rest
described here? (wanting to emphasize here that rest is related to
completion rather than inactivity).
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9. This passage clearly alludes to a future rest. It also highlights the present
state of rest that Christians enjoy. Read verse 3 clearly and pay particular
attention to the tense of ‘believed’ and ‘enter’ (note the present tense of
‘enter’ in verse 3)?

10. Verse 9 acts as a conclusion to this passage. What is the conclusion that
the writer draws with rest for the people of God?

11. Given that the rest of God is still something available for us today. What
does the writer urge us to do?

IMPLICATIONS
1. In chapter 2 the writer to the Hebrews urged the readers to not drift. In
what ways has his warning become more focused in chapter 4?

2. We have seen clearly in this passage the reality that rest is both a future
and present reality for Christians. In what ways do you currently
experience the rest that has been provided by Jesus?
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3. If Jesus is the one who completes or fulfills the creation mandate issued
to all humanity, what is there left for us to do in this world?

4. How might our own self-reliance, self-worth or self-achievement
prevent us from entering the rest offered in Christ?
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STUDY 5 - TRUST IN JESUS
PASSAGE: HEBREWS 4:12-5:10
BIG IDEA: TRUST IN JESUS THE ONE WHO KNOWS US INTIMATELY
1. Do you ever feel as though no one really knows you?

2. If someone could really know you, knew all of your inmost thoughts and
deeds, would that be a good thing?

READ HEBREWS 4:12-13
3. What is the word of God and how is it alive today?

4. What does it mean that the word of God divides soul and spirit, joint and
marrow?

5. Who is included in the set of people that must give an account?

6. What is the connection between the word of God in 4:12-13 and the call
to obedience in previous paragraphs?
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REFLECT
7. What things do you do that are done for their outward appearance?
Does this contradict the desires of your heart?

READ HEBREWS 4:14-16
8. In what ways do these verse contrast with the previous two?

9. How would you summarize the main themes of the two verses?

10. This is the third time in Hebrews that Jesus is described as a high priest
(2:17, 3:1). In what ways is this mention different?

Note here the ways in which the High Priest Jesus is measured by awe and
majesty:
§ He is more than a great man; he is the Son of God.
§ His work is unique; he has passed through the heavens.
11. What do you think it means that Jesus has passed through the heavens?

12. If this is who Jesus is, what makes the writer exhortation to hold fast to
our faith so pertinent?
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13. Given then that the Word of God knows everything about us, why may
we still approach God’s throne with confidence?

READ Hebrews 5:1-10
14. What do verses 1 and 2 say about Jesus’ work or role as high priest?

15. In what ways does Jesus offer gifts and sacrifices to the Father?

16. How was Aaron chosen to be the high priest? Read Exodus 28:1

17. How was Jesus called to the role of high priest?

18. What do you know about Melchizedek?
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READ GENESIS 14:18-20
19. What do you think it means that Jesus was in the order of Melchizedek?

20. What do you think the writer means when he speaks of Jesus learning
obedience?

21. Given the superlative description of Jesus in chapter 1, how can the
writer here say ‘once made perfect?’

22. What difference does it make to us that Jesus is our high priest? Why
does it matter that he is in the order of Melchizedek?
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STUDY 6 – CONVINCED OF BETTER THINGS
PASSAGE: HEBREWS 5:11-6:20
BIG IDEA: DON’T BECOME LAZY, BUT BE PATIENT AND TRUST IN JESUS THE
ANCHOR FOR OUR SOUL
1. Do you know people who seem to have fallen away from the Christian
faith? What do you think caused this to happen?

READ HEBREWS 5:11 – 6:12
2. What blocks or interrupts the writers train of thought about
Melchizedek?

3. What is it in verse 12 that the writer thinks the original recipients should
be?

4. What might this imply about the group he was writing too?

These verses seem to suggest that the original recipients were not able to
see the old testament through new covenant eyes and had failed grasp then
the significance of the righteousness of God in Christ.
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5. To what extent do you think it is possible to develop a Christology from
the Old Testament?

READ John 16:12-14
6. What does this passage from John tell us about the work of the Spirit?

7. What does it mean to be someone who is ready only to consume milk in
the context of verses 12 to 14?

Putting it together: A basic Christology can easily be gathered from some
passages in the old testament. A more detailed understanding takes skill
and the application of the Spirit. Perhaps this is the recipient’s problem.
They had failed to make full sense of the Old Testament. Do you agree?
8. Read verse 14 carefully and think about together the normal practice or
expectation this verse suggests in terms of arriving at Christian
maturity?
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READ 6:1-3
9. In verse 1 the writer is encouraging a movement towards perfection.
What can you remember from earlier studies about the meaning of
perfection in the book of Hebrews?

10. What does the writer consider to be foundational doctrine relating to
Jesus?

READ HEBREWS 6:4-8
11. We have already seen a number of stern warnings in the book of
Hebrews. This however, is the sternest to date. What is the writer’s
intention, in other words what is he trying to encourage?

12. These verses have been a source of much debate and perplexity for many
Christians. What is the main issue that so many people have with these
verses?

READ JOHN 10:28-30
13. Do these verses contradict the passage in Hebrews?
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LOOKING DEEPER
14. What exactly is described as being impossible in verse 4?

15. Do you think that the writer is describing a hypothetical situation here?
Why might or might not the situation be hypothetical?

16. In verse 7-8 what parable are you reminded of? See Matthew 13:1-9

17. How might does parable help you to interpret this passage?

It is worth giving some serious focus to this tricky passage. What is the
author really saying? For starters, he is not talking about ‘whether or not
someone can fall away, but whether or not someone who has fallen away
can turn back.’ 9 Here it seems that the writer is not simply addressing those
who are in danger of ‘backsliding’ but rather speaking of those who had
fallen from the reality of knowing Jesus as Lord and Saviour back to Old
Testament ritual. For the original recipients it seems they had not yet gone
this far and the writer will go onto suggest great confidence that this is not
their reality.

9

Ibid., 43.
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Despite all this we need to heed this stern warning. I like the way that
Joshua Ng puts it. “It is like telling small children not to play too close to the
edge of a cliff, and yet they keep wandering closer and closer. They have not
gone over the edge, but the danger is real.’10
Can a Christian fall away? This is a question of much debate. One hand we
have the strong assurances Romans 8 and John 10. On the other we have
the strong warnings of Hebrews 6, 10 and 1 Cor 10.
Perhaps a better question, more like the one that the bible asks is this, ‘Will

you fall away?’11
18. How does the softness of your heart, a theme from chapter 3 and 4 fit
with this passage?

READ HEBREWS 6:9-12
19. How confident is the writer of that better things will happen to the
recipients?

20. What task does the writer implore?

10
11

Ibid.
Ibid., 44.
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READ HEBREWS 6:13-20
21. What assurance does this passage provide?

22. What do these verse say about our responsibility as Christians?
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STUDY 7 – KINGS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
PASSAGE: HEBREWS 7:1-28
BIG IDEA: JESUS IS OUR ETERNAL HIGH PRIEST – HE IS THE ONE WHO TRULY
MEETS OUR NEEDS.
1. In the church today some people are designated as priests. Do you think
this is a helpful title to give to those people?

2. What was the ancestry basis of priests in the old testament?
§ Exodus 28:1-3
§ Numbers 18:7
§ Numbers 3:

3. What was role of the high priest?
§ Leviticus 16:1-34
§ Exodus 30: 7-10
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4. For Israel, did their kings all come from a particular ancestral line?

5. What was the role of the king?
§ Deuteronomy 17:14-20
§ Psalm 110: 1-3

READ GENESIS 14:17-20
6. What does this passage tell you about the priest/king Melchizedek?

LOOKING DEEPER: In English we miss some of the significance of the name
Melchizedek. In the Hebrew melek(h) means “king” and sedeq
"righteous(ness)". Together this means that the name Melchizedek literally
translates to "my king is righteousness.” Remember most of the OT
references in Hebrews seems to come from the septuigant, the Greek
translation of the OT, hence the writers explanation of the meaning of the
name in Hebrews 7:2.
READ HEBREWS 7:1-28
7. What do you think it means that Melchizedek was without father or
mother?
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8. What does it mean that he resembled the Son of God?

9. In the encounter with Abraham who seems to have the place of honour,
Melchizedek or Abraham? How do you know this?

10. How is it that Melchizedek also collected a tithe from the tribe of Levi
even though they did not yet exist?

11. Compare and contrast the priesthood of Aaron/ Levi with that of
Melchizedek using verses 11-28.

12. What then does it mean for us that Jesus is a high priest in the order of
Melchizedek?

13. If Jesus is our high priest. Why then does the church still have priests?
READ ROMANS 15:14-16
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14. What does Paul describe here as his priestly duty?

15. What does Hebrews chapter 7 imply about humanity’s needs?
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FEEDBACK

We’d really appreciate feedback on the series, how helpful you found it and
any suggestions for improvement. If you are able please send any feedback
via email to: office@trinityinnersouth.org.au
Feedback on each aspect of the series would be helpful:
SERMONS
1. Do you think they were faithful to God’s word?
2. How engaging were they?
3. Did you feel they were applicable to your life?
BOOKLET
1. Were the studies helpful?
2. Would you use them again if they were produced in future?
OVERALL
1. Did the series help you grow in your relationship with God?
2. Do you think you’ve had your view of church changed for the better?
3. If you have kids in our programs how did you go teaching them at
home with the take home cards?
Any other comments would be welcome
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